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Section 1.0

DynaForm is a document 4o~~atting program ior use with th
DynaStar 5creen.edi~or for genera~ wo~d processing applications~
Its ~ain functlDn 15 the productlon of neatly for~atted multi
page documents from text files prepared and edited by DynaStar.
OynaForm provi des t.he folI.owing faci I i ti eSI

1 )
2)

3)
4)
:5)
0)
7)
8)
9)

10)

Automatic pagination
User speci~ied header and footer lines with optional page
numbers.
User specified unconditional and conditional page breaks.
Adjustable top, bottom, and left ma~gins.

Adjustable page size and lin~ spacing.
Overpri~t, boldface, double-strike, and underline.
Nested file inclusion to permit chaining of files.
User-defined macros with conditional command-execution.
St.ring substitution facilities tc ~upport "mail-merge
features for production of custOmized form letters.
String variable assignment Trom operator input Q~d external
data files.
Autom~tic generation of Index and Table of Contents.

DynaForm is QQi a general purpose text formatter '1n the
traditional sense of the Hord, and it may not be entirely
sati5factory Tor use with editors other than DynaStar. It is
designed to be used in conjunction with DynaStar to provide •
complet.e wo~d pro~essing Tun~tion in a way that maximizes inter
active operator control of the appearance of the final document.
In addressing this goal the DynaStar/DynaForm package deviates in
fundamental ways from the design philosophy of traditional
editor/text formatter combinations. The central difference lies
in t.he "division of labour" between the ·'editor" and the
"formatter" and the degrE"e of operator interaction inherent in
the process. To' clearly il~u$trate this difference, we will
start. with a discussion of the evolution of computer-assisted
document preparation:

Early text editors were writt.en to run.on larQe scale maxi
and mini-computer systems, and they reflected the li~itations

i~ ~rent in the input/output environment they were designed Tor.
This environment Has u~ually ~ither a card reader/ line printer
combination (perhaps with no editor at all)t or the typical time
'ihar i n9 envi ronment characterized by hundreds of slow speed
:omputer terminals competing for time on a large mainframe
~omputer. The terminals oft.en did not eve~ ~ave lower-case
:apability (the card readers never' did), and the operating speed
~as limited to 10 or 30 ~haracters per second by the telephone
ines which connected them to the central computer. For this
eason, the editors used ...,ere almost always "line" (01- "context")
riented, and while some ...,ere Quite powerful, the editing process
as clumsy, and the only way to visualize the appearance of the
ocument was to run off a listing. ll While this process could be
sed to prepa~e presentable documents, it was awkward ~t best.
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Eventually teKt~or~attin9 programs were written to make it
possible to generate ~eatly for~atted documents wi~hout relying
on ~he cumbersome edl"tors to try to control the appearance of
each paragraph and page. These ~or~atters were very powerful and
they could transform a rough looking sequence 04 words and lin~s

into beautifully paginated, justi4ie~, indented paragraphs and
pages.

The prevailing philosophy 04 these 40rmatters was to treat
text as a string o~ words, broken into phrases and sentences by
punctuation marks, and into paragraphs and pages by special
Tormatting commands. The words were automatically -4illed- into
lines -and-someti~es ri~ht-justi4ied in the process~ Indenting,
-hangino- paragraphs, and special ef4ects were handled by
additional Tormatting commands. Although the input text ior
these . programs was organized into lines Tor convenience in
editing, the lines in the input text usually bore no resemblance
to the lines in the 4inal document. These systems worked well,
but you never really knew what your text was actually going to
~OOk like until you ·'-formatted" and printed it.

Today·s microcomputer systems with th~ir high speed video
terminals make possible a much better way of producing attractive
documents. ·ih2 most important aspect 04 this is the power
offered by t~rminals capable of operating at speeds of 1000
characters per second and higher, and displaying the full ASCII
character set in both upper and lower case. This makes possible
a much higher level 04 operator intera~tion while text is entered
and edited_ This has given rise to a whole new generation of
"screen-oriented- editors such as ~ynaStar. With these editors
yeu are no longer constrained to treating yo~r text as a sequence
of ~ords to be edited a line at a time. Instead, your text can
be viewed and edited in a form very close to its ~inal appearance
on paper: as a series _of neatly forma~~ed paragraphs forming a
complete document. The video screen serves as a "window" through
which you can view a Eubstantial portion of yo~r document at a
time, and you can move 40rward and backward through the document
with it couple oT keystrokes. You can move your ·'cursor" in two
(~\mension~ through your text, and edit the material around the
cursor by deleting, inserting, replacing and moving letters,
words, and whole sections of text in a hiQhly interactive manner.
Most important, you can see and manipulate your ~ext on the
screen in a form which very closely resembles the way. it will
look en paper.

The DynaStar word processing package was designed to exploit
this approach to a much higher degree thaM was possible only a·
few years ago. The DynaStar screen editor contains many features
whi eh were reI egated to the f9!:!!!~i1f::.c~· of yesterday: it
automatically fills words into lines as you type them, ensuring
that your text ~its within the margins you have set, and it
spreads out your text Q~ 1~~ §£C~g~ i~ you want a j~stified right
m~rgin. It lets you indent paragr.ph& a~ you go and it show& you
what the paragraphs wi 11 look like.. It lets you move the
margins, or add words and sentences, and it re-adjusts your text
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to ~it the roargins, and then 11 ~bQ~~ ~Q~ ~b~t 1t will 199k
~g2i..Q. There are no more "paragraph" ,and ~indent· commands,
there is ~Q ~Q~g gY~~~~QC~. Wh~t ~Q~ ~~~ 15 ~~t ~QY ggt.

li.!!"
and

We Are n~~ ;n • position to e.plain the essential division
of labour between the OynaStar editor and the DynaForm 4ormatter.
Early Tor-matting programs had to do ~lL the work, including both
horizontal formatting (line filling, indentation, and
justifica_tioil). and vertical -formatting (paragraph formation and
pagination). DynaStar takes care of the horizontal formatting,
interactively and on the screen, and it largely takes care of the
paragraphs, too. It prepares a text file which is organized as a
s~ies of lines, but this time the lines are already formatted as
they will print. In ~ fairly substantial way, About all that the
DynaForm formatter has to do is organize your lines into pages
and number them for you. For this reason, the larg~st group of
formatting commands in DynaForm is.in some way connected with ~he

pagination process~ DynaForm contains other ~acilities, such as
the ability to generate customized ~Drm letters, but to begin

C~ith we will concentrate on pagination.

.,

•
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If~ DynaFo~m ~s aske~ to p~int.~ text file containing no
special formatt:ang lnstructl0ns, :at ..,111 ma~.e certain asswnptions
about the .desired l~yout of your.pages and prOduce a neatly
paginated document. anyw~y (provlded y of course, that its
assumptions were correct!): It will assume, for instance, that
you are using B 1/2 by 11 lnch paper and a printer that prints b
lin~s per inch~ which means that it is possible to ~it exactly bb
lines on each page (perforation to perforation>. This parameter
is known as the Q~g~ l~ng1b, and it is measured in lin~~, not
inches~ It also assumes that you do not want to print right over
the perforations, and it leaves ~~CS~~ at both the top and
bottom of each page to avoid this. By defaUlt, it will leave 3
blank lines at the top of each· page (the -top margin"), ~nd 8
lines at .the bottom (the "bottom margin-). The bottom margin
will include a "Tooter" line, 2 lines (the ".footer margin") belo~

the last .line of text on the page, containing the page number
(starting at 1) in approximately the center. It will assume.that
y(~r text H3S entered with its left margin in column 1, and it
Wl 1 shift everything on each page to the right 8 columns (the
"page offset") since this will be required on most printers to
leave an adequate left margin on the paper. All of this, of
course, can be changed~

In general, Dyna~orm assumes that everything contained in a
text file should be printed. However, if it finds a line which
~~iD~ with a period, it will DQ~ print the line, interpreting it
instead as a iQc~~itkng £Q~m~nQ· all iQcro~1iiD9 £Qm~~~Q2 ~ggin

~i!b E Q~ciQQ in £Ql~mn Qng~ All other lines are printed.

Formatting commands consist of the opening period, a
letter code indic~ting the type ol the command, .nd ane or
numeric or ~extual parameters which may be required by
specific command. Fo~ instance, the command:

.PL Ba

two
more
the

['"-"1 d set the page I ength to BB 1 i nes. (Note that we had to
inden~ this .example by one column to prevent our own copy of
DynaForm ~rom actually interpreting it as a command.> Similarly,
the command:

~40 This will be printed at the bottom of the p~ge!

will cause th~ line:

This will be printed at the bottom of the pag~!

to be printed at the bottom of each page, instead of the page
number. Notice that the two letter command code can be typed in
either upper or lower case.

the
With this simple introduction~ we will now explain
DynaForm commands relating to pagination and other
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-... _. -

-for-matting. These will be discussed in a logical or-der-
~acilitates the understanding 04 how they relate to each
The same commands ar-e summar-ized in alphabetical or-der
appendix at the ~nd of this document.

~~ln PaQ~ . .!! t!.l

which
other-.
in an

.cP n

.F'N n

• PL n

This command forces DynaForm to start a new page.
To do this it will ~irst pr-int enough blank lines
to get to the bottom mar-gin ar-ea, and will pr-int
the Tooter if one is cur-rently defined. It will
then print enough blank lines to position the
paper at the top of the next sheet. The next line
of ac~ual t~~t encounter-ed will. cause the printing
of any header for the next page, and the spacing
down to the bottom of the top margin area. If
DynaForm is oper-ating in single sheet mode, a
message will be displayed on the console pr-ompting
the oper-ator- to change sheets. Thp- command may be
Tollowed by a single numer-ic par-ametpr which if
supplied will set a new page number t~ be assigned
to the new page (it must be between 1 and 10000).
If no new page number is specified. the cur-rent
page number- is incremented by 1~

This command for-ces Dynafcrm to start a new page
~! th~~~ ~~~ l~§§ th~n u l~u~~ t~i~ QQ t~~ ~gCcgn~
Q~gg. The purpose of this command is to allow you
t.o prevent the appearance of ·orphan lines" at the
.~op or bottom of pages, and to prevent tables,
etc. from being br-oken across a page boundary.
The par-ameter n should always be supplied, and
will ~ypically have a v~lue of 3 or 4. These
comm~nds, when liber-ally applied at the top and
near the bottom oi par-agraphs, will ~ake it
possible to p~ginate modified docum~nts with
impunity without Horrying about "Orphans". (An
"or-phan- is a line that lands all by itself at the
top or bottom of a page.>

,
This command requires a single numer-ic ar-gument
between 1 and 10000 and sets the current page
number to the number specified .

This
the

command sets the line count corresponding to
total length of a sheet of paper, per-for-ation
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.. HE text

Section 2.0

to perforation. This number can be computed as:
page-length ~ (lines-per-inch) I <length-cf~orm).

The default value is 66 <6 lines/inch )( 11
.inches>. The page length cannot be set to less
than ~ plus the sum of ~he top and botto~ nargins,
ensurlng that each pr1nted page will contain at
least one "line of text. .

This command defines a header line which is
printed automatically at the top of each page.
The remainder of the command line, beginning with
the Tirst non-blank character after the - .. HE-, is
used as the header string, with one exception: i~

a leading single or d~uble quote" is encountered,
it is discarded and the header definition begins
with the next character after the quote. The main
purpose of this feature it to make it possible to
define a header which begins with leading blanks
(to indent it).. In addition~ i~ the symbol - .... is
encour.tered in a header (or footer), it is
replaced by the current page number in decimal ..
The header is considered tO,be part 0+ the top
margin. The default header is a blank line•

. FO text

c
• MT n

This command defines a footer line in the same
manner as the header line, as described above.
The footer is printed within the bottom margin, at
the bottom of each page printed. Leading quotes
and "t.he symbol ...... are treated a.s above.. The
default footer is 31 blanks and the symbol N*n,
which results in the printing of page numbers in

.the center of an otherwise blank Tooter line, (on
the assumption that the normal width of a line is
approximately 64 characters) •

This command sets the size of the top margin (the
number of lines between the1tcp of the page and
the first line of text). This margin includes the
header line and header margin~ and defaults to 3
lines. If the top margin is set to 0, the header
line is omitted.

•
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• H."1 n

• till n

• FM n

This command sets the number of blank"lines in the
top margin between the header line and the teKt.
The de~ault value is 2, which normally results in
the header being prin~ed on the top line of the
page•

This command sets the size of the bottom margin
(the number of lines between the last line of teKt
and the physical bottom of the page). This margin
includes the ~ooter line and Tooter maroin, .nd
defaults to a"lines. If the bottom margin is set
to 0, the ~ooter is omitted •

( This command
between the
~ooter line •

sets the number of blank lines
last line of text on a page and the
It defaults to 2 line~.

(

• PO n

.. HS n

This command sets the page offset. The page
offset can be thought of ~ left ma~gin setting.
It is assumed that column 1 in your text file
corresponds to the left margin of your page.
Since most printers start printing near the gQgg
of the paper., this in general would not leave an
adequate left margin for most purposes. When a
page offset is established. ~~gCY!bi~g ECiQi~g

will be shifted ~i9ht that num~er Qf col~mns (i.e.
n blanks are appended ~o ~he beginning of each
line). The default is a columns, which will
usually leave a left margin of about an inch.

This command is used to cause multiple spacing of
your text. If ~he numeric argument n is set to 2
or' greater, (n-1) blank "lines will be printed
between· each text line in "·your document. For
example, ".MS 2" will cause ~o~ble spacing. If
the number is omitted~ it defaults to 2 (i.e.
double spacing). Setting a value of 1 returns to
single space mode (this is equival~nt to .55).
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DynaForm has a fa~ility for chaining multiple ~iles together
in a 5ingle document, a rudi~entary macro definition ~acility,

and a 4acility for the .utornatic generation of an IndeK and Table
of Contents~ These Mill be discussed one at A ti~e.

File insertion involves only one command, which causes the
contents of another file to be inserted into the current document
as iT the two Tiles were a singl~ Tile. This is very useful for
a large document, .allowing you to break up the document into
smaller sections ~hich are more convenient to edit. The usual
approach would be to make each chapter or section a separate
file, and have a ~starter" file, perhaps containing a title page,
which "includes" each of the constituent files in turn. tf each
of the sub-f"iles is small enoL!gh to fit in the Dyr;3,Star edit

(.~l,Jf-fer a.t once, editing will be especially convenient. it shoul.d
~~so be noted that DynaStar cannot edit a single file larger than
one half of the capacjty of a disk because of the scratch file it
must generate in the process. Breaking up a document into a
series OT smaller files will let you use much more of the
capacity oT a single dis~. Under these circumstances, DynaStar
will be able to function effectively as long as there is iree
space on a disk at least as large as the largest sub-~ile you
wish to edit •

• FI pathl i st

Tnis com~and attempts to open the Tile speciiied
and diverts input temporarily to this "'inserted"
4ile. When the end of the new ~ile is reached,
thp. ~ile is closed and processing resumES with the
next line in the o~iginal file. Inserted files
can themselves contain .FI commands, to a "depth"
of approximately 3. HOHever, any number of .FI
~ommands can be used in sequence in a single file.
I;: an ."insert" Tile cannot. be opened, an error
message is displayed on the console ·and processing
resumes with the neKt line in the original'file~

,

•
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A Macro is a user~efined command which is ~shorthand" for A
sequence of commands and/or text lines. Macros can be used ior A
variety of purpose~, depending on the imagination of the user.
It would be possible, for example, to d~fine a macro for starting
• new section or chapter Hhich sets up the chapter heading And
number, 40rces a new page, establishes a new header And iooter,
builds the entry 40r the Table of Contents, prints the chapter
hpading, and spaces down to the position of the iirst line of the
new material. Such a macro was used in the production of this
document.

Macros can contain any command recognized by DynaFor~,

-including ·references to (but not definitions of) other macros.
They can also contain lines of text to be printed. When macros
are defined, they are stored in a ·~acro pool area u which has A
maximum size dependent on the amount of memory· given DynaForm
when it is called. With the default memory allocation of 8k

(~ytes, .~?proximatel~ 6000 b~tes is ~et aside ~or the mac~o pool,
hich 15 shared WIth strIng var1ables (see the mall-merge

4acility) and index entries. I~ the macro pool is 4illed,
DynaForm di~plays an error ~essage on the c~nsole and then tries
to carryon processing. If this happens~ the document should be
re-printed giving DynaForm a larger ,""ork area.

Hacros may. contain string variable references and print
control characters. 1~ included, these items are processed at
the time the macro is ~~~~. not when it is defined •

C'

• MA xx

This command opens a ~acro definition for a macro
to be called u. KX ", where xx is any two character
sequence. All input ~ines between the .MA command
and the next .ME command encountered (see below)
are saved in the macro pool under the name II. XX ".

Subsequent to this· definition, use of the ~ommand

.xx will cause insertion and processing of the
entire macro. ·xx" may be the name of a standard
DynaForm command, in which case it redefine5 the
command, Dr ~t may be a new name; In the name
ftxxft, it does not matter if the letters are in
lower or upper case, a.nd the name may be longer.
than two characters, although only the first twa
characters are used.

The Command marks the end of a macro definition.
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·xx

• 1FE yy

C .1FO YY

Ex~cute ~~£CQ ~-------
xx is any two-character name which has been
defined as a ""acro. The contents of the macro is
inserted in the document in the place of the .xx
command, and is processed as if it had been
ent~red directly, including any string variable
references or print control characters. Note that
macros may contain references to other macros •

This command causes conditional execution of the
command .yy, if the current page number is even.
yy may be a sta~dard command or a macro reference.
The IF command may be used at any time, including
wi thoi n a macro.

This =ommand causes conditional execution of the
command .yy if the current paQe number is odd.

DynaForm contains a ~acility for automatically generating
indexes in eithe. page number or alphabetical order. Multiple
indexes may be built, using what is know as a "tag" chiOor-acter-' for
each index~ Index entries are built by including the ~DX command
at appropria~e points within a document, and printed out later
using the ~XA' and .XN commands. The .DX command includes a
string (similar- to ~he string supplied with ~HE and .FO commands)
which is "remembered" in the macro pool ar-ea, along with the page
number- on which the index ent:o-y was found and t.he "tag". Th~

index is printed out, usually at the end ~ the document, using
(the ~XA command (for an alphabetical index) or- t.he .XN command

(for an index in page number· order, usually for the Table oi
Contents). At thi~ time, all entries in the pool are sorted in
the desired order, and then all entries with the right "tag" are
printed one per line, along with the page number 'on which the
entry was defined. Up to 400 index entries may be built. in a
single document~ subject to space availability in the macro pool •

• DXt ,text

This command enters the string "text" in the macro
pool, along with the current page number and the
"tag" character t. The tag character may be any
character, insluding blank. The string ·'text·· is
processed in the same way as the string in HEader
and FOoter commands, beginning ~~th ~he iirst non-
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blank character
·'OX.... Up to 400
5ingle document •

alter the first blank a~ter the
.OX commands may be used within a

(

• XAt n

• XNt n

This command sorts all current. index entries in
alphabetical oreter (ignoring case), and then
prints all entries which have the tag ·t~, one per
line, at t.he left margin, followed by the page
number o~ t.he page on which t.he correspondirlg .OX
command was encountered. If a numeric argument
-n M is supplied, -the page number is printed in
column n if.possible. If the column number is
omitted, or if the index entry itself extends
beyond the specified column, the page number 1s
printed immediat~ly after the index text,
separated by one blank. Normal page formatting is
still in ~fect during the print.ing of an index.
It is up to the user to provide any headings
required ..

This command is similar to the .XA command above,
except. that the index pool is Tirs~ sorted in page
number order prior to printing the index. If
several entries in the ir.dey. have the same page
number, they will themselves be sorted in
alphabetic order. This command will normally be
used to .generate a Table of Contents. It is
generally a good idea to print any numeric indexes
prior to alphabetic ones to avoid possible "mixing
up· 04 entries which may have the same page
number.. Another technique (used in this manual)
is to start Table of Contents entries with a
section number, 50 that the "tie brea~dng"

alphabetic sub-sort will guarantee that the
entries will print in the correct order •

• •
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Section 4.0

,... [..L.~S AND HA rL-MERGE
-~~~----- --- ----------

Stri"9 ..... ar-i abl es are the ~e~ to one of ·the I'lost powerful
bill·ties of DynaFonn: the abl11ty t.o create ··customized" f--mcapa tOtO ~

letter5 .nd other repe 1 Ive documents such as legal contracts.
Sasically, the idea is to create a "standard" document file whi.ch
is complete exc~pt. for.a sm=l~ .nu~ber of "blanks· which must.
.till be 4ille~ In, and. then f~ll In the blanks·'.with data from
• .p~ciel 4ile (or ~lth special comma~ds). at the t.ime the

~ document is actually prln7ed. The ~2i2 fl1~ 15 usually a mailing
li.t consisting of a serIes of ·records· containing information
such as first and las~ ~aroe, mailing address, etc. The process
1. best explained by gIVIng an example.

Suppose we have a ~~ iil~ containing t.he following lines:

'Mr. Johr. Doe
Mammoth Corporation

.1 Z3 Anystreet
Anytown, Anystate
1234:5
John
'Mrs. Joanne Peabody
r-abody, Peabody, and
t-~J. Box 432
Boston,- Massachusetts·
01234
.Joanne

Peabody

This
it~!!!~·

~haracter,

=haracter
JynaForm
:harac:ter
2limiter

file contains two ~~&Q!:Q.~" each containing six. lines,
The first line of each record starts with a special

which i.n this case is a backslash ( .. \0'). This special
is the C~£2CQ Qglim~1~c, and it is chosen by the user:

reads tbg f.!..c.~t £!:!2C.2£~gr. 10 ~b.~ itI EO, ·and uses thi s
as the delimiter for the rest of the +ile. The

is used to "help DynaForm "keep in synch" with the file.

The six "items" in each record will be assigned names for
,e in the document in which they will be used, but for now we
I! SImply describe them. The first item is always the iull
mt: of an indi vi dual .. 1:.he second is the name of a company, . the
~tr-~hree items constit.ute the mailing address, and the last
~m\-6 the usual f1rst name of the indi .....idual addressed.

We will ·now compose a short document, consisting of a form
~er to be sent to each pe~son/company in the,data file. The
:e-r will be writ.ten in a general fashion, using "string
ablrs· at any place requiring 5pecific information about the
r5s~e. String variables can be recoQnized by the fact that
~lways beg~" wit.h the symbol .. <., and end with the symbol
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Section 4.0

i·s the standard ~polite reminder~ letter

late.list
full-name~company.street,town,zip,first-name

balance,Enter account balance for <full-name>
27, 1982

.r-v

.pv
May

•• Thi s
.fa

.' df

<full-name)
<company>
<street>
<town>
<zip)

--

Dear <first-name>,

In.checking our credit records, it has come to our etlention that
( ~ur accou:.t has recently fallen into arrears. We know, <~irst-name>,

that you would like to maintain your usually good credit rating
with us, and hope that this has merely been an oversight on your
pal"'t.

Your current balance is S<balance>. Please tak~ • moment anq put.
your check ';'or t.hi s a.mount in the mail today.

Yours truly,

Wil.liam (eil}) Collector
C!'""edit Manager

( This ';'orm letter uses most D~ the mail-merge features of
Dynarorm. We will explain them in the order they appear. The
~irst line is simply _ comment line which is not printed because
it 5~arts with two periods. The second line (.fo) defines an
empty page footer to prevent OynaForm from printing a page number
at the bottom oi each letter. The .third line defines the Q~i2

!1!~ to be used to. "fi1l in- the string variables_ It is assumed
that· the data file has been saved under the name ~lat~.list·' in
the current working directory (a full pathlist could have been
used instead>.

The next line in the document is key: it is a "read
variables" command which causes DynaForm to read the next C~£QCQ

~rom the data file, and assign e~~h 04 the i~~~~ in the record in
turn to the ~tciQg ~~ci~~!~~ "full-name"~ "company", "street",
etc. Notice that the string variables are listed on the comma~d

line ~itbg~t the standard delimiters "(" .and ">". After
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skips
of the
r.~~Qcl;1

command, DynaForm
to the beginning

appearance of the

all items listed in the
necessary in the data iile

recognized by the next

processing
for .... ard if
next C€£QC.~,
delimiter.---------

Now we see the first. actual u~e of a string vAriable, which
in this case happens to be within yet another Oyna~or~ command.
We have a .pv (Prompt-fer-Variable> cemmand which itself contains"
a string reference. The Prompt-for-Variable co~mand lists a
single string variable (in this case ~balance·>, iollowed by a
comma and a prompt string. The prompt string in this case
contains a string reference to the string variable (full-name),
which as it happens was defined in the Read-Variables command
above. This prompt st~ing is displayed on the system console,
including the appropriate string substitution, so that the iirst

.time through the actual prompt will ·be:

Enter account balance·for Hr. John Doe

At this point the program ~ill wait for the operator to type
(~omething on the console. It eKpects a string of characters

Jllowed by a carriage return, and in this case it should be a
number· such as "123.45". This string will be assigned to the
string variable (balance>. Now finally Dyn~Form will print the
let ter. 5i nce. we have tri ed to pi c!.: obvi ous names -For ear=h of
the variables used in the letter, we "will l"eave it as a mental
exercise to visualize what the letter will actually look like.
It might be a ~ood idea~ for that matter, to actually try the
example on your system to see how it c~~ll~ works. As a final
point, note that the document will be repeated ~~to~~tic~ll~ ii a
data -file is open and has not yet reached end-of-file.

With this example for background, we can now give a more
concise desc:ript.i'on of the string variable/mail merge facility of
DYr:"aForm:

A ~tc~ng ~~ct2~1£ ~~i~c~~£~ is any string of up to 40
charact.ers beginning with "<" and ending with ")". Whenever

(
nvnaForm encounters a string v~riable reference in a document
.. le, it checks to see if a ~t~i.ng Y2.ci.2.br~ has been deTined with
the same name. If a matching strino variable is -found, its
current value (a string of characters) is ~~Q~~i!Yl~~ -For the
string variable reference. If no such defined variable is found,
the string variable reference is prin~ed Nas_is h without any
chanQe. (This permits the symbols fl(" and ft)h to be ~sed within
a document, as long as there is no ·confusion with currently
defined string variables.> It should be noted that DynaForm will
not re-justify a line containing a string substitution, so this
feature is best used in text formatted with a ~299~2 right
margin.

St~ing variables are defined wit.h one of
COmmz.nds .sv <Set Variable), .rv <Read Va.riables),
for Variable), described below.

the DynaForm
or .pv (Prompt
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aDF" pathlist

This command opens the file described by
"pathlist- and establishes it as the "data- 4ile"
40r this runa String variables can then be
defined by reading 4rom the data file with the .RV
command (see below>. At the time the 4ile is
opened, the 4irst character in the file is read
and used thereafter as the "record delimiter
character. This character should be a "special ft
character such as the backslash which will not be
used fer any other purpose in the data 4ile.
Whenever a data' file is open and has not yet
reached "end-of-file, DynaForm"s sYiQ=C~2~~t mode
is enabled. If auto-repeat is enabled and
end-of-Tile is reached in the document file, the
document Tile is automatical~y rewound, starting ~

new copy of the same,document from the beginning.
Since the next pass through the dO~Ulne~t will
again encounter the .DF command, DynaForm ignores
.DF commands aTt~r the first •

• RV name1~name2,name3, ••• a,name-n
'B~~~ ~eCiablg~ ~Qsm~lLL !Q2m~~~~ ~tc.

This command reads the next n ~~~2 ~rom the"
current data file, and assigns them to the §tctng
YeCi~~Lg~ <namel>, <name2>,.a.a,<n~~e-n>a It then
skips forward if necessa~y in the·data file to the
beginning of the next ~g~QCQ, marked by the Cg~QCg

Qglimi~~c characte~. I~ the end oT the data file
is. reached,. the file is closed, and s~tQ=C~Q~~t

mode is turned off a

(' This command assigns the- st~ing "text"' to
string variable <name>a ftText·, consists of
characters between the comma and th~ end o~

line ..

the
all
the

.,
This command displays the string "text" on the
user"s terminal and waits for the operator to type
an answer string. The reply typed by the operator
is assigned to the string variable <name>, not
including the carriage return which marks the end
of the repl y_ •
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.D~ text

This Command diSplays the strino "'text.. on
userPs terminal as a Message to the ope~.tor•

. .

• !~

the

Copyright ee) 1982~ Dynasoft Systems Limited
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DynaForm processes certain special character
generated by DynaStar to produce special effects such
line and boldface•. The OverPrint. command, which also
special effect has already ~een described.

sequences
as under
produ~es a

Cont.rol ch~racters are recognized by DynaForm as a two
character sequence consist.ing of a special form of the character
.~. (with the high order bit. set) and a capital letter. If the
combination is one that. DynaForm recognizes as a command for a
5pecial effect, it. is processed as such. If the combination is
not one of DynaFormPs standard set, it is converted to an ASCII
control character and sent to the printer. This facility can be
used to take advantage' of spec~al features of some printers.

DynaFormPs special effect control sequences are "toggle
commands: they alternately turn a special effect 'on or off. The
effect~ ran span only a few words or many lines of text, and the

(-effects can be combined •

. Currently, there are only three special-effect control
sequences implemented by OynaForm:

~~ Boldface Turns ~Q1Qi~~~ on or off. Any text between a pair
of these sequences will b~ printed in boldface.
In the current version of Dyna~orm, this is
implemented by triple-st~iking eac~ charact~r.

Double
strike

Turns gQHQ!~=2t~i~~ on or uff.
between a pair of these sequences
.twi ce.

Any
..,ill

characters
be struck

~u Underline Turns ~~QgCliQ~ on or off. Text between
these sequences is underlined. Only
characters are actually underlined •

. ,

a pair of
non-blank
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of
the

DynaFor-m
DynaStar
of Of'" m:

is run by using the
(059 version only),

"p" command 4rom the files menu
or by typing a Command line of

gS9:
[ first-page ) [ last-page )Df pathlist [ :5 ) [ pathlist )

Eb~!!.

Df f i_I e~pec: [ first-page ) r 1 ast-page ) [ :5 ) [ • )

The square brackets delimit optional parameters. The
mandatory pathlist/filespec at the beginning of the command is
the file containing the document to be formatted.

The optional parameters "first-page" and "last-page"' specify
the first and last page numbers to be printpd in the current run.

e This feature makes it possible to print only a sel~c~ed section
AMen minor changes have been made to a document ~hich has already
been printed once. These parameters must be positive decimal
numbers. If they are omitted, the entire document is printed,
and if only one of them is included~ it is assumed to be the
paramet.er "first-page" and all pages from that page to t.he end
are printed.

The opt.~onal parameter ":5" specifies "single sheet" mode.
If single sheet mode is specified, DynaForm pauses (with a
message to t.he operator) aiter each page for the operator to
insert a new sheet in the printer. The operator then types any
character on the console to resume printing the neKt page. If
single sheet ~ode is not specified 7 Dynaform assumes that
continuous "fan-fold" paper is being used~ and it prints the
entire document. without pausing.

c.
Under 059 only~ if a second pathlist is speci+ied at. t.he end

of the command~ it is used instead of the system printer as t.he
"printed" output path. This can be an alternate printer, the
cons-ole ("/TERM"'), or a disk file for later printing. If an
alternate path is ~e~ specified, DynaForm routes its primary
output to the standard device "/P". If DynaFoqn is unable to
open a path to its specified output destination,. message is
displayed on the console, and output is then directed to the
consol e~

Under FLEX~ iT the last parameter dn the command line is'an
I8steriSK ("J"), formatted output is directed to the console
terminal. This is useiul for previe""in"g the document, or in
conjunction with the FLEX "0" command to spool output to a. +ile
for later printing. If the asterisk is omitted, formatted output
is di rected to the system pr inter usi nQ" the st andard "pr i nt. sys"
driver. •

Under 059, DynaForm normal I y requests 8'< bytes of working
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and this will be sufficient ~O~ most print ;"obs.mptftOry, -
Ho~evert documents making e~tensive use of maCros or the indexing
facility may run out of space in the string (or maCro) pool. If
this h~ppens, you should give DynaForm a larger working memory by
u&lng the •• ~ option Dn the shell command line.

Under FLEX, DynaForifl allocates approxirnately··10k bytes of
working memory 40" file buffers and file control blocks, and the
bal.nce of available memory is allocated to the macro pool.

059 userS should note that if output is routed to a ~il~

1n5tead of a pr.inter, the file produced will not be in the form
of • standard text file, but will instead be an image oi what
would no~mally be sent to a printer. This means in particular
that there will be line i~~Q~ in the file in addition to the
normal £~CC~~Q~ ~~~CQ~ which signify end-of-line in a standard
text file.. If the OS-9 "LIST" command is used to list or print
this ';ile, it will appear to be .double-spaced .. · If you wish to
print a ';ile produ~ed in this way (for spooling purposes) you
should use the "COPY" command instead, as follows:

Copy pathlist /p

It is worth noting that when using the "COpy" utility to
print formatt~d files, you can minireize disk head loads by giving
hCOPY" a large working memory size ..

" .
The OS9 version of DynaForm consists of two files, both of

which must be installed in the exe~ution directory before use.
The first is a file called "DF" which is the actuo=.l DynaFo:-m
program. The' second is called "PINTERP" and is the p-code
interpreter for Dynasoft Pascal CDynaForm is written in Dynasoft
Pascal). When DF is run, it automatically loads and links to the
interpreter as rart of its jni~ialization sequence.

The FLEX version of OynaForm consists of three iiles, all of
which must be installed on the system disk. The Tile called
"DVNAFORM.SVS" is the formatter itselT, ·'INTERP15.SYS" is t.he
p-code interpreter ';or Dynasoft Pascal, and "DF. CHO·· is the
command file executed by the user to load the other two files and
run t.he program.

"'
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COMMAND-------
... t.ext
.F? n
.. C:P n
.OF pathlist
.DM message
.. DXt t.ext
.. FI pathl i st.
.. FM n
.. FO t.ext
.. HE text
.HH n
.IFE yy
.IFO yy
.110
.. HA )()c

.. HB n
• ME
.. MS n
.. NT n
.. OP n
.PL n
.. PN n
.PO n
.PV name,te>:t
• RV namel,name2~ .••
.SP n

• SS
• SV name~ text'
.XAt n
.. XNt n
.xx
~B

~D

~u

Comment line
Begin Page ttn
Condi ti onal· Page
open Data File lor mail-merge
Display Hessage
inDeX entry <t=tag)
Fi 1 e Insert
Footer Margin [default 2)
define FOoter line
define HEader line
Header Margin [default 2]
IF Even page do .yy
IF Ddd page do .yy
IGnore to next "dot"
start MAcro .. xx
Hargin at Bottom [default 8J
Macro End
Multiple Space [default 2)
Har-gin at Top [default 3J
OverPrint n lines [default 2)
set Page Length [default 66J
set Page Number
Page Offset [default 83
Prompt for Variable <name)
Read Va~iables <name1>, e~c .
SPace n lines [default 1J
Si ngl e Space
Set Va~iable <name>
print indeX Alphabetic, tag t
.print indeX Numeric, tag t
execute macro .xx
Boldface on/oif
Double-strike on/off
Underline on/off

.,

B
S
S
16
17
11
9
7
6
6
7
11
11
B
10
7
10
7
6
B
5
:s
7·
16
16
8
B
16
12
12
11
18
18
18
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